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Featured Application: Our results on the quantum electronic dynamics of quantum dots pave the 
way to several applications in nanoscience. The large density of purely excitonic coherences 
occurring on a wide range of time scales can be controlled by selecting the mean size of the two 
quantum dots (QDs) used to build the dimer and adjust to applications, for example, to light 
harvesting and information-processing devices. 

Abstract: Interdot coherent excitonic dynamics in nanometric colloidal CdSe quantum dots (QD) 
dimers lead to interdot charge migration and energy transfer. We show by electronic quantum 
dynamical simulations that the interdot coherent response to ultrashort fs laser pulses can be 
characterized by pump-probe transient absorption spectroscopy in spite of the inevitable inherent 
size dispersion of colloidal QDs. The latter, leading to a broadening of the excitonic bands, induce 
accidental resonances that actually increase the efficiency of the interdot coupling. The optical 
electronic response is computed by solving the time-dependent Schrodinger equation including the 
interaction with the oscillating electric field of the pulses for an ensemble of dimers that differ by 
their size. The excitonic Hamiltonian of each dimer is parameterized by the QD size and interdot 
distance, using an effective mass approximation. Local and charge transfer excitons are included in 
the dimer basis set. By tailoring the QD size, the excitonic bands can be tuned to overlap and thus 
favor interdot coupling. Computed pump-probe transient absorption maps averaged over the 
ensemble show that the coherence of excitons in QD dimers that lead to interdot charge migration 
can survive size disorder and could be observed in fs pump-probe, four-wave mixing, or covariance 
spectroscopy. 

Keywords: exciton dynamics; CdSe quantum dots dimers; size dispersion effects; coherent 
electronic dynamics; pump-probe transient absorption spectroscopy 

 

1. Introduction 

Colloidal nanometric metallic and semi conducting quantum dots (QDs) have long been used as 
versatile building blocks for assembling dimers and larger extended arrays [1–14]. Among possible 
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building blocks, isolated CdSe QDs were extensively studied [15–19]. Driven by the possible 
applications to lasing, sensing, light harvesting, and information processing, they have recently 
received renewed attention focusing on understanding the role of the fine structure coupling [20–24], 
electronic and vibrational coherences [25–32] and coupling to biexcitons [30,33–37], electron transport 
in arrays [38–41], and the possibility of engineering ultrafast energy transfer between a donor and an 
acceptor dot [10,11]. 

We focus in this paper on investigating theoretically coherent energy and charge transfer in 
ensembles of small (2 to 4 nm diameter) heterodimers and homodimers of CdSe QDs. The inevitable 
inherent size distribution of colloidal QDs leads to a distribution in electronic properties (exciton 
energies and wave functions and their couplings). For homodimers, where the dots are of equal mean 
radius, all excitonic bands of the two QDs make the dimer overlap. In the heterodimers, the sizes of 
the two QDs are tuned so that specific excitonic bands overlap, which favors efficient interdot 
coupling between those bands. Investigating the effects resulting from the size dispersion in the two 
dots that constitute a dimer is the main motivation of this paper. 

The size effects on the optical properties of isolated nanocrystals were characterized early on 
[6,17,18,42–44]. A wide variety of theoretical approaches have been proposed to investigate the 
electronic properties of QDs of several hundreds to thousands of atoms [45,46]. Solid-state all atom 
density functional theory (DFT) computations have been implemented with adequate pseudo 
potentials using a direct diagonalization (DD) method [47–49]. One can also use the semi-empirical 
tight-binding (TB) atomistic approach based on a parametrized near neighbor Hamiltonian and a 
reduced number of basis orbitals to obtain electron and hole particles energies and wave functions 
[50–52]. For smaller dots, the exciton–phonon coupling has been investigated using a tight-binding 
surface-hoping approach [27,53,54]. For larger quantum dots in the range of 2 to 4 nm in diameter, 
parametrized model Hamiltonians based on the effective mass theory (EMA, single or multiband) 
and the k.p method [18,55–58] provide valuable insights. The values of the parameters are 
determined by fitting experimental properties, in general, optical properties, or by extrapolating 
values obtained from atomic scale computations. While isolated CdSe QDs have been the subject of 
intensive research, up to now, only few modeling studies of dimers have been reported. They have 
mostly relied on the EMA model owing to the increased complexity and heavy computational cost 
of atomistic approaches for dimers [59–63]. 

Below, we use the EMA-k.p methodology [55] to describe the level structure of isolated 2 to 4 
nm CdSe QDs and build an excitonic Hamiltonian for dimers. This approach allows computing the 
optical response of a large ensemble of QD dimers, taking into account the static disorder arising 
from the size dispersion in the optical response [26,28,64,65]. This inherent static disorder is typical 
of colloidal QDs and not present in ensembles of molecules that are only subject to the dynamical 
disorder induced by interactions with the environment. We specifically report on the fast tens of 
femtosecond charge migration and coherent energy transfer for ensembles of QD dimers excited by 
sequences of femtosecond laser pulses. The sequences of pulses used in the simulations are similar 
to the ones used to probe single dots by ultrafast pump-probe transient absorption spectroscopy 
[10,27,33,66–70] and in 2D electronic spectroscopy [25,26,28–32]. Ultrafast 10–30 fs intradot beatings 
of electronic coherences in single QDs with lifetimes in the range of 50–150 fs were reported using 
these experimental set-ups [25–32]. The dephasing time is ascribed to the coupling to environment, 
the effect of size dispersion, and the onset of coupling to the phonon modes, which span a wide range 
of time scales from 100 fs to several ps. Our simulations show that, when the interdot distance is 
sufficiently short and the QD diameters are adequately chosen, interdot electronic coherences have 
beating frequencies in the 10–30 fs range, and thus could be observed experimentally by ultrafast fs 
pump-probe spectroscopy before extensive dephasing owing to the coupling to environment and to 
the phonon modes kicking in. Building ultrafast fs electronic coherences in QD ensembles with fs 
laser pulse sequences is an ideal way to tune and manipulate the spatial and temporal localization of 
the electronic density before the onset of dephasing, an ability that is crucial for the development of 
light harvesting [71] and quantum information devices [59,72,73]. 
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In Section 2, we outline the essentials of the EMA modeling for a dimer including both local and 
CT excitons. We systematically model the level structure of dimers as a function of the QD size and 
QD separation to be able to account for size dispersion and linker length. The effect of the size 
dispersion on the electronic structure of the dimer is analyzed in Section 3.1. The results on the 
coherent excitonic quantum dynamics of a QD dimer excited by a sequence of fs laser pulses are 
reported in Section 3.2. In Section 4, we show that the coherences can be probed at the level of the 
ensemble by pump probe femtosecond (fs) transient absorption spectroscopy. Conclusions and 
perspectives are given in Section 5. 

2. Materials and Methods: Model Excitonic Hamiltonian 

We consider isolated CdSe QDs with a radius between 1 and 2 nm. For such small QDs, one can 
assume a spherical symmetry. As the QD size is smaller than the bulk Bohr radius of the exciton, the 
strong confinement regime limit applies and the optical properties and the dynamics can be described 
in terms of the transition between quantized levels of holes and electrons in the confining potential. 
The potential is described as a spherical well of finite depth. For each dot, the EMA and k.p parabolic 
expansion at the G  point of the Brillouin zone provides a one particle Schrödinger equation for the 
radial envelope functions. Solving this equation gives the hole and electron energies and wave 
functions as a function of the QD size. The specific details and values of the parameters of the wells 
and of the effective mass for the hole and the electron for CdSe QD are given in the Supporting 
Information (SI, Section 1). 

We investigate the fast, sub picosecond, dynamical response of large ensembles of QD dimers 
to sequences of fs laser pulses, focusing on the interdot excitonic coherences. To keep the 
computational cost reasonable, we use a minimal description of the electronic level structure of each 
QD. Band mixing [17,18,58] for the hole wave functions is not included. The fine structure arising 
from spin-orbit coupling of the hole wave function and from the crystal field and exchange splitting 
[17,18,20,21,58,74] is also neglected. As we focus on the short time, sub ps optical response, longer 
time picosecond relaxation processes such as the electron-phonon coupling [27,46,54,75,76], which is 
the result of non adiabatic coupling between the electronic and nuclear motion and the coupling to 
biexcitons, owing to weaker Coulomb interactions and Auger relaxation [30,33–37], are not included 
in our model. 

We retain three single particle levels and wave functions per dot—see Figure 1A and Figure S1A 
of Section 1 of the SI—two holes, and one electron. The hole basis states are restricted to the two 
lowest states of the envelope function, 1S and 2S. The electron wave function is of 1S symmetry.  
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Figure 1. (A) The two hole and one electron single particle states considered in the model to build the 
excitonic level structure of a heterodimer. The arrows represent the two different kinds of excitations 
leading to excitons, a local exciton (hole and electron on the same quantum dot (QD), exciton h2eB) 
and a charge transfer one (CT) with the hole on QDA and the electron on QDB (h1B-eA). c.b. and v.b. 
stand for conduction band and valence band, respectively. (B) The resulting excitonic level structure; 
left scale for an isolated dimer, right scale for an ensemble of N = 1000 dimers, for which the size of 
QDA and QDB is drawn from a Gaussian distribution with a width, s , of 5% in diameter (DA = 2.25 
nm, DB = 3.85 nm). Because of the inherent size dispersion, each level of the single dimer (left) 
corresponds to an exciton band (right). For the two sizes shown in panel A, the h2eB exciton band 
overlaps with the h1B-eA one. The arrows show the Coulomb coupling between the exciton h1eA and 
the other excitons in the band. For the details on the Coulomb couplings between different types of 
excitons, see SI Section 3 and Figure S3; for details about the size distribution effects, see SI Section 5. 

Once the energies and wave functions of the single particle (holes and electron) states have been 
determined, one can build an effective two particle (electron–hole) excitonic Hamiltonian 

Ĥhe r, ¢r( ) : 

Ĥ
he
r,r '( ) = Ĥ

h
r( ) + Ĥ

e
r '( ) + V̂Coulomb

r - r '( ) + E
gap

 (1) 

where the two one particle Hamiltonians Ĥh/e r( ) and their parameters are given in Section 1 of SI 

and E
gap

 is the value of the bulk band gap, see Figure 1A. Using these parameters, we obtain a good 

agreement with spectroscopic results in the range of QD diameter from 2 to 4 nm for the 1S exciton 
of isolated dots; see Figure S1B of SI Section 1. 

The exciton basis functions are two-particle wave functions; in the strong confinement 
approximation, they are given as the product of the hole and the electron wave function solutions of 

Ĥh/e r( ): 
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From two hole and one electron levels per QD, we obtain two local exciton states per QD, the 
ground state (GS) exciton 1Se–1Sh3/2 and the first excited exciton 1Se–2Sh3/2, where i = 1Se and j = 
1Sh3/2, 2Sh3/2 in Equation (2). In this convention, the excitons are labelled by their electron and hole 
functions. In CdSe, the hole state is localized on Se and the lowest 1S and 2S hole states have angular 
momentum J = 3/2. The electron state is localized on Cd. With two exciton levels per QD, one can 
build eight zero order exciton states for the dimer. The excitation to which they correspond and the 
labeling used in the paper are shown in Figure 2, see also Figure 1. There are four local (Frenkel) 
excitons, two on QDA and two on QDB, labeled 1 to 4, and four charge transfer (CT) excitons for which 
the hole and the electron are not on the same QD, labeled 5 to 8. When the two dots are of different 
sizes, one obtains hetero donor-acceptor dimers. 

The exciton basis corresponds to eight zero order singly excited electronic singlet states of the 
dimer. In the basis of the exciton antisymmetrized singlet basis functions, the matrix of the 
Hamiltonian (Equation (1)) takes the following form [35,77,78]: 

H
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ij ,i ' j '
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 (3) 

with the Coulomb 
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Figure 2. Schematic representation of the eight zero order exciton states taken into account in the 
model for a QDA–QDB dimer. 

In a dimer, the Coulomb interactions V
Coulomb

r - r '( )  (Equation (1)) can either couple two 

single excitons localized on the same QD or couple the two QDs, see Figure S3, Section 3 of the SI. 
The two particle, six dimensional integrals (Equations (4) and (5)) are computed numerically using a 
double Monte Carlo integration scheme (see details in the SI Section 3 and Figures S4 and S5). The 
Coulomb integrals are screened by the dielectric constant of the material, see Section 3 and figures S6 
and S7 of the SI for details. Our numerical implementation for the computation of the Coulomb 
couplings was benchmarked with respect to known analytical expressions for particular Coulomb 
matrix elements [79]. We computed exciton coupling surfaces as a function of the dot radius (1 to 3 
nm) for two QDs, QDA and QDB, in a dimer at fixed surface to surface distances (0.1 to 0.6 nm) by 
numerical integration. These surfaces were then fitted with simple analytical expressions, so that, 
when working with an ensemble, one can readily retrieve the coupling values for any given pair of 
QD radii or QD-to-QD distance. Examples of maps of coupling terms are given in Figure S8 (Section 
3 of the SI) for local–local, local–CT and CT–CT exciton pairs. As we numerically computed the 
Coulomb integrals, we do not separate the local–local Coulomb matrix elements into short (Dexter) 
range and long (Föster) range interactions [80]. 

Solving the one particle Hamiltonian, Ĥe/h r( ), for the electron and hole confined to spherical 

wells as a function of the QD radius provides the zero order excitonic structure necessary to build 
the matrix of the Hamiltonian for the dimer, Equation (3). In terms of electronic configurations, the 
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non-coupled zero order excitons correspond to singly excited configurations. These are coupled by 
Coulomb interactions. The diagonalization of the electronic excitonic Hamiltonian, Equation (3), 
corresponds to a configuration interaction single (CIS) in terms of electronic states and provides the 
eigen excitons. 

The size distribution (see Figure S10, Section 3 of the SI) leads to a dispersion in the one particle 
energies and wave functions, which in turn leads to a dispersion in the energies of the excitons and 
in the Coulomb couplings. At the level of the ensemble, one obtains excitonic bands (see Figure 1B), 
which can be made to overlap by tuning the diameter of two QDs in the dimer. When bands of 
excitons overlap, accidental resonances play a role in increasing the effective strength of the Coulomb 
coupling. We focus on these aspects below and show that the coherent energy and charge dynamics 
of the dimer could be observed by transient absorption spectroscopy. 

The magnitude of the different kinds of intra and interdot couplings governs the time scales of 
the coherence dynamics. In Figure 3, we report the intra and interdot coupling strengths for a 
heterodimer, with QD diameters DA = 2.35 nm and DB = 3.85 nm with 3% size dispersion, for two 
values of surface to surface distance, L, of L = 0.2 nm, approximately corresponding to the S-CH2-S 
dithiol ligand (Figure 3A) and L = 0.55 nm, corresponding to S-(CH2)3-S, Figure 3B. In Figure 3, 
Coulomb couplings (Equations (4) and (5)) are grouped according to the nature of the pair of zero 
order excitons involved and the intra or interdot character of the Coulomb coupling. The sizes of the 
two QDs are tuned to obtain a resonance in energy between the local exciton, h2eB (exciton 4 in Figure 
2) on the large dot, QDB, and the CT state h1B-eA (exciton 7), as shown in Figure 1B, which favors the 
otherwise weak interdot coupling through accidental resonances. 

 

Figure 3. Absolute values of the Coulomb coupling strengths computed for a hetero dimer QDA–QDB 
(DA = 2.35nm, DB = 3.85 nm) on a logarithmic scale in eV for an ensemble of 1000 dimers with a size 
dispersion of 3% in diameter for two values of the surface-to-surface distance, L = 0.2 nm (A) and L = 
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0.55 nm (B). The black dots are the mean values and the bars the distribution of coupling strength 
values arising from the size dispersion. Note the wide range of couplings strengths, spanning about 
four orders of magnitude going from intradot coupling and interdot local–local couplings to interdot 
couplings between charge transfer (CT) excitons. ‘Diag’ and ‘off diag’ stand for the diagonal and off 
diagonal intra dot Coulomb matrix elements in the product basis, Equation (2). Interdot coupling also 
occurs between CT and local excitons and two CT excitons. 

Qualitatively, the efficiency of inter dot Coulomb coupling depends on the overlap between the 
hole and electron wave functions localized on each QD separately, see Figure S2 in Section 1. The 
overlap is controlled by the surface to surface distance, L, and the exponentially decaying leakage of 
the hole and the electron wave functions outside of the QD, which decreases with the QD diameter. 
Therefore, the interdot couplings decrease with both the QD diameter (Figure S8, Section 3 of the SI) 
and L, as shown in Figure 3 for two L values. For a given size, the wave function of the electron, 

f
e
r( ) , is less confined than the hole wave functions and f

h2
r( )  is less confined than f

h1
r( ) . 

The Coulomb couplings can be assigned to different groups based on the nature of the excitons 
involved and the range of energy they span. The intradot couplings as well as in the interdot local–
local and diagonal Coulomb coupling for the CT states fall in the range of 0.1 to 0.01 eV (800 to 80 
cm−1). The local–local interdot couplings fall in the 10−2 to 10−3 eV range depending on QD size and 
QD surface-to-surface distance. It decreases very little in the small range of center to center interdot 

distance ( rA + L+ rB ) spanned for the two values of L in Figure 3. This interdot coupling is of the 

order of the Coulomb coupling between zero order excitons localized on the same dot. On the other 
hand, interdot coupling strengths involving CT and local excitons are smaller, in the 10−3–10−4 eV 
range, and fall exponentially with the interdot distance (see Figure S8 of the Section 2 of SI). The 
interdot CT–CT couplings are smaller than the local–CT ones (10−4 to 10−6 eV) and decay exponentially 
with interdot distance as well, except the coupling between states 5 (h1A-eB) and 6 (h2A-eB) and 
between 7 (h1B-eA) and 8 (h2B-eA), which are much larger. The reason is that, in each exciton involved 
in these particular coupling terms, the electron transfer goes in the same direction (from A to B for 
states 5 and 6 or for B to A for states 7 and 8, see Figure 2). In addition, these matrix elements involve 
an intradot Coulomb interaction between two hole states, which makes them stronger. As the 
energies of the two CT states involved in each pair differ by the intradot energy difference between 
the two hole states, even though the magnitude of the matrix element is large, this CT–CT coupling 
cannot lead to efficient coherent charge transfer in the dynamics. In general, because it is weak, the 
coupling between CT states leads to electronic coherences with very long periods, in the tens of ps. 
They are likely to be dephased by coupling to phonons and environmental effects, leading to trapping 
of charge and energy on a QD. 

To summarize, interdot electronic coherences with fs periods are essentially the result of 
Coulomb interactions between two local excitons or between a CT and a local one. We show below 
that they could be observed at the level of the ensemble, explicitly taking into account the size 
dispersion. To accurately describe electronic coherences with longer periods, one needs to take into 
account the coupling to the strong 200 cm−1 phonon mode [27,64,65,81–83] and other dephasing 
processes. 

Electronic coherence is built by exciting the ensemble of dimers with fs laser pulses. The excitons 
are coupled to the ground state (GS) and between them by the transition dipole matrix elements. The 
transition dipoles are non zero for pairs of excitons that differ at most by one particle wave function. 
There is a non zero transition dipole from the GS to all excitons, because an exciton corresponds to a 
singly excited singlet configuration. They are computed numerically for the eight GS to excitons and 
for the pairs of excitons for which an optical transition is allowed. For the small dots considered here, 
the transition dipole moments from the GS to the local excitons are found to increase essentially 
linearly with the QD diameter [84], and the transition dipole for the h2e exciton being about two 
times smaller than for the h1e one, see Figure S9, Section 3 of the SI. The dipole for the h1e transition 
varies between 28 D for a QD radius of 1 nm to 52 D for 2 nm [85] while the transition dipoles from 
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the GS to the CT excitons are about 1000 times smaller (0.02 D) and decay exponentially with the 
interdot distance. In the computations below, the effect of the size dispersion on the one particle wave 
functions is taken into account when computing the dipole integrals. Upon diagonalization of the 
Hamiltonian, Equation (3), all eigenexcitons are endowed by an oscillator strength proportional to 
the mixing of the local and CT exciton by the Coulomb interactions. 

3. Results 

3.1. Effect of the QD Size Dispersion on Excitonic Level Structure 

In Figure 4, we show examples of the effect of the size dispersion on the energies of the zero 
order exciton levels (left) and of the eigen excitons (right) for ensembles of 1000 dimers of three 
different types: In panel A, a heterodimer built with QDA and QDB of mean diameters equal to DA = 
2.35 nm and DB = 3.85 nm with 3% size dispersion and a surface to surface linker distance L = 0.2 nm. 
The two mean sizes were tuned so that the local exciton h2eB is isoenergetic with the CT exciton h1B-
eA. In panel B, a heterodimer built with QDA and QDB of mean diameters of DA = 2.7 nm and DB = 3.5 
nm with 5% size dispersion for L = 0.2 nm. In this case, there is no exact resonance between excitonic 
bands on each dot, but the bands h1eA and h2eB overlap, which leads to efficient interdot coupling 
between these two local excitons. In panel C, we show the level structure of the excitonic bands for a 
homodimer with a mean diameter of 2.5 nm, a size dispersion of 5%, and L = 0.55 nm. In the case of 
a homodimer, all the excitonic bands are resonant. 

At the single particle level, the size distribution induces wider energy distributions for the small 
(QDA) dots than for the large ones (QDB), as expected because confinement effects are larger for 
smaller sizes. For the same reason, the energy distributions of the single particle levels are also wider 
for electrons than holes and for hole 2 than for hole 1, see Figure S2 of Section 1 of the SI. As a 
consequence, in a heterodimer where QDA is smaller than QDB, the confinement effects lead to wider 
energy distributions for the local h2eA and h1eA and for the CT h2A-eB excitons. From the random size 
distributions of the two QDs (see Figure S10, Section 5 of the SI), we obtain energy distributions of 
the zero order exciton that are also fitted to Gaussian distributions (Figure 4 left), with widths ranging 
from 10 to 80 meV depending on the type of excitation involved in each exciton. The values of the 
parameters of the Gaussian fits to the zero order energy distributions of the exciton for the QD 
parameters used in Figure 4A are given in Table S1. In addition to this intrinsic size dispersion effect, 
the exciton energy distribution will also be affected by environment effects, which we do not 
explicitly take into account here. The distributions of the coupling strengths also depend on the 
distribution of the one particle wave function. They are plotted for selected exciton pairs in Figure 
S11, Section 5 of the SI. Those of the transition dipole matrix elements are plotted in Figure S12 for 
the dimer with QD sizes of panel A. They also exhibit Gaussian distributions, and the parameters are 
given in Table S1. 

We can clearly see in Figure 4A left that the bands (centered at 2.44 eV) of excitons h2eB and h1B-

eA overlap and are well separated from the other pairs of excitons. There is also an overlap between 
the two exciton bands that involve the local exciton h2eA and the CT one h2A-eB. For each of these 
bands, the effect of the Coulomb electronic coupling is enhanced because of accidental resonances. 
The sizes of panel B were engineered to be able to probe interdot coherences between local excitons 
and intradot ones. There is efficient coupling between the local exciton bands of h2eB and h1eA (panel 
B left) that partially overlap, as well as between the higher exciton bands h2eA and the CT one h2A-
eB. For the homodimer (panel C), all the exciton bands overlap. 

The zero order excitons are coupled by the Coulomb interactions, which also exhibit a dispersion 
in their strengths owing to the size dispersion effect on the wave functions (see Figure 3). The 
spectrum of the energies of eigenstates of the 8 × 8 excitonic Hamiltonians of the 1000 dimers obtained 
by diagonalizing the Coulomb interactions are shown on the right hand side of panels A, B, and C of 
Figure 4. Overall, the distributions of eigen exciton energies remain Gaussian, which can be 
understood because the values of the Coulomb couplings are small. Compared with zero order, one 
observes a splitting of the two bands of excitons that were engineered to overlap, h2eB and h1B-eA in 
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panel A and of all the bands in panel C. The splitting is larger when the Coulomb interactions are 
large and the surface-to-surface distance between the QDs is small. In panel B, there is no significant 
splitting of the bands h1eA and h2eB because they are not in exact resonance. However, because of the 
bands overlap, there are accidental degeneracies that increase the efficiency of the Coulomb coupling. 
This stronger effective coupling is responsible for a larger distortion of the zero order distribution, as 
can be seen in the values of the fits reported in Table S1. Typically, the bands of the two excitons that 
overlap at higher energy, h2eA and h2A-eB in panels A and B, are less effectively coupled because the 
Coulomb interaction between these two excitons is smaller and there are less accidental degeneracies 
because these two bands are more spread in energy. On the other hand, in the homodimer (panel C), 
one observes a large splitting of the four higher energy bands that corresponds to the four excitons 
(h2eB, h2eA, h2A-eB, h2B-eA). Note that, in the case of the homodimer, the Coulomb interactions lead to 
a redistribution of the oscillator strength and break the rule of a purely bright and a purely dark eigen 
exciton, as would be the case for homodimers of molecules. 
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Figure 4. Dispersion of the energy levels of the zero order excitons (left) and of the eigen excitons 
(right) induced by size dispersion. The fits to Gaussian distributions are shown in black lines, see 
Table S1 of Section 4 of the SI for the Gaussian parameters. Computed for 1000 dimers of three 
different types. (A) A heterodimer with QDA (DA = 2.35 nm) and QDB (DB = 3.85 nm) with 3% size 
dispersion for the short L = 0.20 nm ligand length. Note how the Coulomb interactions between the 
zero order exciton bands that overlap (exciton eh2B and h1B-eA) lead to a splitting of the corresponding 
eigen exciton ones. (B) A heterodimer with DA = 2.7 nm and DB = 3.5 nm and L = 0.2 nm and 5% 
dispersion in diameter. In this case, the exciton bands of the two local excitons h1eA and h2eB overlap. 
(C) Energies of the eigen exciton for a homodimer of QD with a diameter of 2.5 nm and L = 0.55 nm. 
The size dispersion is 5% in diameter. All the bands overlap, but the splitting is small because L is 
larger, except for the higher energy exciton bands that involve the excitation of h2 hole. 

3.2. Coherent Excitonic Quantum Electronic Dynamics in the QD Dimer 

The total Hamiltonian is time-dependent becuase it includes the dipole interaction between the 
electronic states of the QD dimer and the electric fields of the sequence of fs laser pulses used to pump 
and probe the ensemble. In the simulations reported below, we typically use two laser pulses: the 
first one to steer the coherent dynamics in the excitonic manifold and the second one for probing. The 

total electronic Hamiltonian is written as the sum of the field free dimer Hamiltonian, H0 , given 

by Equation (1) and the dipole coupling to the laser field: 

Ĥ t( ) = H
0
-E t( ).m̂  (6) 

where E t( ) is the time-dependent electric field and m̂  is the dipole operator. We use as a basis set 

the eight excitons and the ground state. In the zero order exciton basis, the dipole interaction couples 
the ground state to all the exciton states, with the largest coupling to the local excitons. We neglect 
the Coulomb interactions between the GS and the excitons because the energy difference is large, 
larger than 2 eV, and the Coulomb coupling strengths are far smaller. In H0, all zero order excitons 
are coupled by the Coulomb interactions (Equations (3)–(5)). 

We compute the excitonic dynamics by numerically integrating the time-dependent Schrödinger 
equation (TDSE) using the Hamiltonian, Equation (6), expressed in eigenstates of H0

 (the 

eigenexciton basis) for each dimer in the ensemble. These states are stationary when there is no 
interaction with the laser pulse. In this basis set of nine electronic states, the wave function takes the 
form: 

Y t( ) =
i=0

8

å c
i
t( ) i  (7) 

where i = 0 is the GS and i = 1–8 are the eight eigen exciton singlet states of each dimer. To solve the 
TDSE, we first transform the transition dipole matrix elements to the eigen exciton basis, which leads 
to a redistribution of the zero order oscillator strengths over all the eigen excitons. Then, the TDSE is 
integrated numerically: 

 (8) 

where c is the vector of the time-dependent amplitudes, ci t( )  of Equation (7). The time profile of 

the electric field for each laser pulse is confined by a Gaussian envelope: 
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E t( ) = E0
cos wt( )exp -

t - t
0( )2
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æ

è
ç
ç

ö

ø
÷
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 (9) 

In the simulations reported below, we use two pulses. The pump has a carrier frequency, w , 
of 570 THz (2.36 eV) in the visible ((VIS), tuned to excite the two local excitons h1eA and h1eB of the 
heterodimer shown in Figure 4B (=2.7 nm and DB = 3.5 nm and L = 0.2 nm and 5% dispersion in 
diameter) with similar amplitudes and generate an interdot electronic coherence. The pump field 
strength, E0

, is set to 0.05 109 V/m (10−4 au of field, which corresponds to a peak intensity of 3.3 109 

W/cm2). The width of the pulse, s , is 8 fs, which leads to an energy per pulse of about 0.50 nJ for a 
beam waist of 50 microns. We probe the electronic dynamics either with the same VIS pulse, or with 
an IR pulse (w  = 100 THz (0.41 eV), s  = 8 fs, E0

 = 0.1 109 V/m (5 10−4 au of field, peak intensity 

8.8 109 W/cm2). 
We consider an ensemble of 1000 dimers with a random orientation of the molecular frame of 

the dimer with respect to the laboratory frame. The exciton quantum dynamics of each dimer in the 
ensemble is computed solving Equation (8). We begin by showing in Figure 5 the dynamics of a single 
heterodimer with DA = 2.7 nm and DB = 3.5 nm (see Figure 4B) and a short ligand (L = 0.2 nm) in the 
zero order and in the eigenexciton basis set. For this heterodimer, as there is no exact resonance 
between two excitonic bands, the efficiency of the Coulomb coupling remains small and the 
eigenexcitons retain their labeling of the zero order basis. The VIS pump pulse essentially accesses 
h1eA and h1eB, with a small population in h2eB. The probe IR pulse is applied 100 fs after the pump 
one. The dynamics can be analyzed in the basis of the zero order exciton states that are not stationary 
after the first pulse (panel A) or in the eigenexciton basis (panel B), which are stationary when no 
pulse is present. In the zero order basis set (Figure 5A), one observes population transfers between 
exciton h1eA and h1eB on a fast 17.9 fs time scale, as expected from the range of the Coulomb 
coupling strength shown in Figure 3A. The two corresponding eigenstates, 1 and 4, are stationary in 
the absence of pulse. The probe IR pulse leads to additional population transfer between the excitons. 
Its frequency is resonant with energy differences between intradot and interdot coherences. The 

dynamics of selected coherences between eigenexcitons, rij t( ) = 2Re ci
* t( )c j t( )é

ëê
ù
ûú

, where i and 

j are the two eigenexcitons involved in the coherence, are plotted in panels C and D. In the absence 

of pulse, each coherence has a beating frequency given by the energy difference Ei - E j( )  between 

the two eigenstates i and j. In panel C, we plot the two intradot coherences between eigenexcitons 
having large weights on the local excitons h1eA–h2eA and h1eB–h2eB and, in panel D, the four interdot 
coherence between eigenexcitons having large weights on the four pairs of zero order local excitons 
that are strongly coupled: h1eA–h1eB, h1eA–h2eB, h1A–h2A, h2A–h2B. We show the dynamics of the 
coherences between eigenexcitons because these are the ones probed by the probe pulse, and 
observed in the pump-probe transient absorption spectroscopy as reported below. The interdot h1eA–
h1eB coherence (panel D) is the most intense interdot one, because the two eigenexcitons are excited 
by the pump pulse. Its beating frequency corresponds to that of population exchange between the 
two zero order exciton involved in the coherence. This coherence is only weakly excited by the IR 
pulse, because its frequency is to the red of that of the IR pulse. On the other hand, the IR pulse excites 
the two intradot coherences and the other three interdot ones because it is resonant with their 
frequency. Coherences involving eigenexcitons having large weights on local and CT states have a 
much smaller amplitude. We show an example in Figure S13 of Section 6 of the SI. 
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Figure 5. Dynamic of populations and coherences computed for a single heterodimer (DA = 2.7 nm 
and DB = 3.5 nm, level structure shown in Figure 4B) upon excitation by a sequence of the UV and the 
IR pulse with a delay time of 100 fs. (A). Population in the zero order excitons. (B) Population in the 
eigenexcitons. (C). Real part of the two intradot coherences. (D). Real part of the six interdot 
coherences between local excitons. GS, ground state. 

4. Discussion: Probing the Coherent Intradot and Interdot Dynamics in Dimer Ensembles 

The coherences built by the first pulse can be probed by transient absorption (TA) spectra using 

a second pulse. We compute the transient absorption spectrum as the linear response function, S w( )
, of the time-dependent oscillating dipole resulting from the coherent superposition of states that has 
been built by the pump pulse [86,87]. In the eigenstate basis, the time-dependent dipole of each dimer 
takes the following form: 

m t( ) = Tr m̂r t( )éë ùû =
k ,l
å ck

* t( )cl t( )mkl =
k ,l
å rkl t( )mkl  (10) 

where mkl  are the transition dipoles in the eigen exciton basis and the ck t( ) ’s are the time-

dependent amplitudes on the eigenstates (Equation (8)). Because of the electronic coherences, 

rkl t( ) = ck
* t( )cl t( ) , the dipole is non stationary and beats in time with periods that correspond to 

the coherence periods. The transient absorption spectrum, S w( ) , is defined as follows [82,83]: 

S w( ) = -2Im m w( )E* w( )é
ëê

ù
ûú

 (11) 
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where m w( )  is the Fourier transform (FT) of the dipole given by Equation (10), including the 

interaction with the pump and the probe pulse; and E w( )  is the complex conjugate of the FT of the 

time profile of the electric field of the two pulses, both computed for positive frequencies, w . 

Because m t( )  and E t( )  are real, their FTs obey the symmetry properties m -w( ) = m* w( )  and 

E -w( ) = E* w( ) . A positive value of the response function, S w( ) , corresponds to an absorption 

process, while a negative value corresponds to emission. 
Coherences with beating times spanning several orders of magnitude can be probed in the 

pump-probe transient absorption spectra. The beating frequencies of the coherences are defined by 
the energy differences between each pair of eigenstates, Ei - E j . The beating of the phase of the 

coherence can be followed through the absorption/emission signals recorded when scanning the 
delay time between the pump and the probe pulses.  

The transient absorption spectrum computed for an ensemble of 1000 hetero dimers QDA–QDB 
(mean DA = 2.7 nm, mean DB = 3.5 nm, size dispersion 5%) and L = 0.2 nm is shown in Figure 6, 
superimposed with the energy distribution of the eigen excitons of the ensemble shown in Figure 4B. 
It is computed for a value of the delay time between the pump and the probe pulses, τ = 100 fs. The 
majority of the emission appears in the low energy side of each exciton band. When two identical VIS 
pulses (2.37 eV/570 THz) are used (panel A), the high transition frequencies in the 2 to 2.6 eV range, 
which corresponds to coherences between the local excitons and the GS, are resonant with the probe 
pulse and efficiently probed. However, the low transition frequencies between excitons are not 
resonant with the probe VIS pulse. An IR pulse (0.41 eV/100 THz) allows probing the exciton–exciton 
coherences, as shown in the inset of panel B. Because the carrier frequencies of the pump and the 
probe pulses used for computing the transient spectrum shown in panel B are markedly different, 
the signal in the high frequency range is the transient absorption spectrum induced by the pump, 
while the low frequency range shown in the inset is results from the probe. In panel A, the spectra 
attributable to the pump and the probe overlap. 

Scanning the delay time, τ, between the pump and the probe pulse provides direct access to the 
beating periods of the coherences. We present heatmaps of the transient spectra (Equation (11)) 
computed for the ensemble of 1000 dimers QDA–QDB (DA = 2.7 nm, DB = 3.5 nm, L = 0.2 nm, 5% size 
dispersion) in Figure 7, where the x axis is the delay time τ and the y axis the frequency axis of the 
spectra (ordinate of Figure 6). The color is blue for emission (negative value of the spectrum in Figure 
6) and red for absorption (positive value in Figure 6). Panel A is computed for a sequence of two VIS 
pulses and panel B for a sequence VIS–IR. The coherences between the GS and the lowest excitonic 
bands h1eA and h1eB, called GS-1 and GS-4 in terms of their labeling in eigenexcitons, are excited by 
the pump and the probe and appear very clearly in the range 2.2 to 2.6 eV with the beating periods 
of »2 fs. The interexciton coherences (panel B) that fall in the 0.2 to 0.6 eV range are probed by the IR 
pulse. Their beating periods are longer, in the 10–20 fs range. They can have an intradot (band 1–5, 
corresponding to zero order excitons h1eB and h2eB, respectively, and band 4–8, corresponding to the 
h1eA and h2eA zero order exciton bands) or an interdot character (bands 1(h1eB)-4(h1eA) and 5(h2eB)-
8(h2eA)). The longer time scale interdot electronic coherences that involve weakly populated charge 
transfer states have periods in the dozens of fs range. They will eventually be coupled to the phonon 
and acoustic modes [24,78,79,84]. In Figure 8, we show the transient spectra computed for an 
ensemble of 1000 homodimers (DA = DB = 2.5 nm, L = 0.55 nm and 5% size dispersion). In this case, all 
the exciton bands overlap and the zero order labels are no longer valid. In panel A, the fast beating 
electronic coherences between the two bands of eigenexcitons, 1 and 4, and the GS are effectively 
probed by the VIS probe. Eigenexcitons 1 and 4 are formed by the coupling of the zero order excitons 
eh1A and eh1B. Their transition frequencies from the GS (y scale of the map) differ by about 0.15 eV, 
which reflects the strength of the interdot Coulomb coupling. Their beating periods are of the order 
of 2 fs, as shown by their oscillations with respect to the delay time. In panel B, the IR pulse probes 
the coherence between the bands of eigenexcitons 4 and 5, whose beating frequency is resonant with 
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the frequency of the IR pulse (0.4 eV). Eigenexcitons of band 4 have their main weights on the zero 
order excitons h1eA and h1eB and eigenexciton of band 5 on h2eA and h2eB. One can see from Figure 
4C that these two eigen excitons are separated by ≈ 0. 4 eV, which corresponds to a period of 10 fs 
along the delay time axis. This coherence has both an intra and interdot character. 

 
Figure 6. Transient absorption(TA) spectrum for an ensemble of 1000 heterodimer QDA (DA = 2.5 nm) 
and QDB (DB = 3.7 nm) (black) superimposed with the distribution of the energies of the eigenstates 
in GS to the exciton spectral region. (A). Computed for a sequence of two identical VIS pulses (2.37 
eV, 570 THz, t  = 100 fs, t0pump = 50 fs, t0probe = 150 fs, the integration time is 2 ps) (B) Computed for a 
VIS–IR sequence (VIS: 2.37 eV, 570 THz, t  = 100 fs, IR: 0.41 eV/100 THz) where the IR probe is 
resonant with the low energy transition frequencies of the coherences between excitons. The inset 
shows the low frequency region on the same scale for the intensity. 
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Figure 7. Heatmaps of the transient absorption spectra computed as a function of the delay τ (x axis) 
between the pump and the probe pulses. The y axis is the frequency of the transient spectra. The color 
code corresponds to the intensity of the emission (blue, negative values) and of the absorption (red, 
positive values). (A) GS to exciton spectral region (y axis range from 2.0 to 2.6 eV) computed for delay 
times corresponding to fast coherence beatings on 2 fs time scale and a pulse sequence VIS–VIS. In 
this case, the second VIS pulse probes the eigenexciton bands GS-1 and GS-4. (B) The low frequency 
region of the y axis that is probed by the VIS–IR sequence of pulse, which probes the interdot and 
intradot interexciton electronic coherences, as labelled in the insets. 
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Figure 8. Heatmaps of the transient absorption spectra computed for the homodimer (DA = DB = 2.5 
nm, L = 0.55 nm, 5% size dispersion). (A) GS to exciton spectral region (y axis range from 2.0 to 2.6 
eV) computed for delay times corresponding to fast coherence beatings on 2 fs time scale and a pulse 
sequence VIS–VIS. In the case of the homodimer, the zero order label of the excitons is not relevant. 
The eigenexciton bands 1 and 4 are the two eigenstate bands resulting from the Coulomb coupling 
between the quasi degenerate zero order exciton bands on each dot: h1eA and h1eB. (B) The low 
frequency region of the y axis that is probed by the VIS–IR sequence of pulse, which probes the 
coherence between eigenexciton 4 and eigenexciton 5. The eigenexciton band 5 is the low eigenexciton 
band from by the Coulomb coupling between the h2eA and h2eB bands. 

5. Conclusions 

We have constructed a model of an excitonic dimer of QDs including both local and CT excitons 
that aimed at demonstrating the electronic coherence dynamics at the level of an ensemble that takes 
into account the inherent size dispersion of the individual QDs. Because of the inevitable size 
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dispersion, each dimer is made of not exactly the same QDs, which leads to dispersion of the zero 
order exciton energies, Coulomb matrix elements, and transition dipoles. The size dispersion induces 
accidental resonances between the energy levels of the two QDs that can lead to a strong effective 
interdot coupling between local excitons; this is particularly the case when the excitonic bands are 
engineered to overlap by tuning the size of the QDs, with the largest effect being obtained in the case 
of a homodimer. We focused on dimers of small CdSe QDs, with diameters in the range of 2 to 4 nm. 
Provided that an accurate parametrization of the Hamiltonian is available, our approach is general 
and could be applied to other colloidal QDs. 

Excitation by short fs pulses allows building superpositions of eigen excitons, which leads to 
interdot coherent energy transfer and charge migration. We show that the spectroscopic signature of 
excitonic coherence beatings is strong at the level of the ensemble and could be measured. Transition 
absorption spectra averaged over the ensemble allow probing two different time scales for the 
coherent beatings. These could also be probed using 2D electronic spectroscopy, as has already been 
done for solutions of isolated QDs [25,26,28–32]. The short few fs periods correspond to GS–exciton 
coherences, while the longer ones in the 10–20 fs range correspond to coherences between local 
excitons, which lead to charge migration and coherent energy transfer. There are also inter exciton 
coherences with much longer periods, in the range of dozens of fs. These inter exciton coherences 
will couple to the low frequency phonon and acoustic modes [24,82,83,88]. The large density of purely 
excitonic coherences occurring on a wide range of time scale can be controlled by selecting the mean 
size of the two QDs used to make the dimer. The ultrafast charge migration and interdot motion of 
the electronic density can be controlled by tuning the sequence of ultrashort fs laser pulses before the 
onset of dephasing owing to the coupling to the environment and to the phonon modes, opening the 
way to applications to light harvesting [12,13,89,90] and information processing devices [59,73,91].  

Supplementary Materials: The following are available online at www.mdpi.com/2076-3417/10/4/1328/s1, Figure 
S1-Figure S13, Table S1. 
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